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ABSTRACT

The technique of reconstructive tomograpny has
been applied to the measurement cf average density
and density d i s t r i b u t i o n in multiphase f lows. The
technique of reconstruct ive tanocraphy provides a
model independent metnoti of oatain-ng T"-ow f i e l d
density informat ion.

The unique features of interest in appl icat ion of
a pract ical tomographic densitometer system ara
the l imited number of data »alues and tr>e corre-
spondingly coarse reconstruction gr id {0.5 by
0.5 cm). These features were studied both exper i -
mentally, through the use of prototype hardware on
a 3 - in . pipe, and ana ly t i ca l l y , through campucer
generation of simulated data. Prototyp ica l data
were taken en pnantoms const-acted of Plexiglas
and laminated P lex ig las , wood, and polyursthane
foam. Reconstructions obtained frcm prototype
data were compared with reconstructions frora the
simulated data.

INTRODUCTION

\n order to fu l l y characterize an inhomogenecus
tvio-phase flow f i e l d , information about local and
global density and velocity are required. This
paper addresses the proDlem of obtaining density
information in steady-state two-pnase flows.
Historically, local density has been measurea
through the use of very small electr ical probes,
such as hot f i lm anemometers and optical or con-
ductivity probes. While these methods have proven
effective for some two-oha-se flow regimes, tney
are not foolproof and the density measured depends
heavily on the way in which the data are
processed. Furthermore, probes of this type are
intrjsive measurements and stffer from a surviv-
abi l i ty problem in the pressus ized water reactor
(PUR) environment of 561 K and 15.5 MPa.

Gamma densitoneters, with two or three rays or
uti l ized as a scanning device,, have also been used
extensively for the characterization of two-pnase
flows. The gamma densitoroeter offers a oistinct
advantage over the local probe in that i t is a
nonintrusive measurement device, thus avoiding
flow disruption and transducer survivabi l i ty prc-
blems. While the gsima densitometer has proven to
be very successful for the measurement of global

densities.
obtained .
t ion mode .

- jmation about, local density can be
:_. assuming some cype of d is t r ibu-

The appir:: •» of reconstructive tomography (RT),
also know ; ".o.nputed tomography (CT) or computer
assisted . • .-aphy (CAT), is tne next logical
step in t. r 'erpretation of osnsitomet : aata.
The techn•;!.•• ™as developed in the .nedici.. radio l -
ogy f ie ld r... :rui. ioe a clear view of a body sec-
tion or l i/ ir • .r.thout interference from other
regions.(2: "he main advantage of RT for the
measurement zf a two-phase density distr ibut ion is
that the ~ei.rn.ique is moael independent. I f a
suff icient l-jioer of views or projections are
taken, the r, istribution of attenuation coe f f i c i -
ents, whicn are proportional to density for a
steam/water system, may te determinec The recon-
struction of the image from i ts projections is-a
mathematical process of considerable complexity,
generally performed on a computer.

A tomographic flensitometer and reconstruction grid
is shown schematically in Figure 1. Each detector
defines a ray, and the chnrocl densities measured
by the attenuation of eacn ray, defines a view or
projection.

Although many aspects of ?T neve been extensively
studied in recent years, especially for medica?
applications, the probiem u- a practical system
for tne measurement of twe-phase flow contains
unicue features which have not been tnoroughly
investigated. The unique featurjs ire therather
li.mted number of data veiues or rays per view,
ana the correspondingly coarse reconstruction
gr id . The data vaiues per view are ultimately
limited by the system cost, and the number of
elements, or pixels, on a side of the reconstruc-
t ion grid are optimally determined oy the number
of data valjes.

The unique features mentioned above nave aeen
studied born experimentally, through the 'jse of
prototype hardware OT 3- in . pipe, and
analytically, through computer generations of
simulated data. Prototypical data were taken on
phantoms constructed of Plexiglas and laminated
Plexiglas, wood, and polyurethane foam. Recon-
structions derived from these data were compared
with reconstructions from the simulated data. The
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3. fn order to increase the speed and
accuracy of iterative methods, con-
straints may be placed on the densi-
ties. The two constraints placed on the
reconstruction densities were (a) no
density can be less than zero and (n) no
density can be greater than that of
water.

4. There is no final answer to the number
of iterations to use. In general, the
results do improve with more iterations
(although this is not always true for
noisy or underdete-icined aata), but tne
improvements become smaller and smal-
ler. As a rough guideline, about five
iterations is generally it reasonable
choice.

DESCRIPTION OF HARDWARE

The tomographic densitometer is simlar in theory
and operation to standarc cisnsitometers. There
are, however, several unique features which nake
this density measuring system unique. The
nine-beam systen? has the ability to be rotated
about the pipe center so that an infinite number
of views may be obtained. The radiation detector
is operated in ths pulse mods, w d though the iise
of special electronics, the system may be operated
at very high count rates (in excess of 1 x 10
counts per second to obtain low statistical error)
and is electronically stabilized against drift by
a photopeak locking technique.

The detector geometry is detailed in Figure 1; the
on-pipe hardware is shown in Figure 2. The source
is a 0.5-Ci americium source with a 6O-keV gamma
as the principal photo peak. The source active
area seen by the detectors is 0.635 by 1.54 cm ind
is callimated into a fan beam wnose total engle is
58 degrees. The detectors have inaivioual col-
limators. The entire source, collimator, and
detector array rotates about the pipe center on
two baTi bearings.

The radiation detector is a commercial sodium
iodide crystal, photomultiplier tube detector
operated in the pulse mode. This commercial
detector, a Hardshaw 4S4 with a 2.54- by 2.54-cm
crystal, is coupled to an electronic package
designed and built by EGS6 Idaho, Inc. The censi-
tometer electronics system has been termed the
megacount stabilized densitometer (MSD); the block
diagram appears in Figure 3.

Gamma rays are randomly (Poisson distribution)
emitted from the source and are attenuated in
number proportional to the density of the fluid in
the pipe. Each gamma ray entering the crystal
produces a light pulse, which is sensed and ampli-
fied by the photomultiplier tube. The resulting
current pulse is converted to a voltage pulse and
amplified by the preamplifier. The resulting
pulse has a rise time of approximately 100 ns.

The resulting pulses have a long trailing edge
which can overlap the leading edge of the next
randomly produced pulse. If this overlap occurs,
the following pulse (or pulses) is piled on top of

the trilling tail of the first pulse. This oileup
prevents subseouent counting of each pulse. A
baseline restorer circuit delays the pulse arc
subtracts the delayed pulse from the undelayta
pulse. This process eliminates the long tail of
the pulse and returns piled up pulses to a zero
baseline. The restored pulse train is fed to the
single-channel analyzer fSCAj, the peak detector,
and the Stabilizer circuitry as shown in Figure 3.

The SCA produces a.i output logic pu'se whenever
the input pulse amolitude is between an upper and
a lower voltage setting. This region is tne SCA
window and is establishes by two high-speed com-
parators, which are enabled by a control pulst
from the peak detector circuit. The comparator
outputs and the peak Otector control pulse are
ANOed to produce an output pulsa for every input
pulse which is within the present amplitude window.

The peak detector circuit recewei tne resto-ea
pulse from the baseline restorer -ircuitry. The
pulse is delayed, offset biased, ana compared with
the undelayed .Jul̂ a to establish a pulse which
controls the SCA comparators. This control pulse
causes the SCA comparators to hold the logic state
determined wnen the pulse is at its peak.

Tna stab^Wer is a feedback circuit >thich compen-
sates for t.ie drift of the cetectcr due to count
rate and temperature changes. The stabilizer has
two SCAs with narrow windows; one window set on
the low side of the photooeak distribution and the
other set on the upper side. Since the photopeak
is approximately symetrical, each SCA will have
the same output count rate. If dri-̂ t occurs, the
photopeak will shift with respect to the SCA win-
dow settings and the SCA output count rates will
become unequal The output count rates are
divided end compared by an up/down counter. The
resulting difference count is con«erted to an
analog error signal oy a D to A corv^r"er. Th-.s
error signal controls the high voltage supply
which changes tre gain of the photomultiplier tube
and shifts the pnotopeak until the count rates are
once agaiI equal.

RECONSTRUCTIONS FROM SIMULATED AND ACTUAL DATA

The effects of using limited numbers of data val-
ues (limited by both the number of rays per view
ana the number of views) and the correspondingly
coarse reconstruction grias were evaluated using
both simulated data and actual data. The use of
simulated data, which assumes a line beam and no
error due to single- or multiple-photon scatter-
ings, is useful for optimizing beam geometry, data
values, and reconstruction grid size and estab-
lishes a baseline against which to compare recon-
structions from actual data. The reconstructions
from actual data include finite beam size and any
counting errors due to single- or multiple-
scattered events. Reconstructions were performed
on both simulated and actual data for seven test
phantoms; several of these phantoms are shown in
Figure 4. The phantoms were fabricated from
Plexiglas and laminated Plexiglas, wood, and
polyurethane foam. By constraining the final foam
volume and varying the amount of polyurethane
used, different foam densities were obtained.



results obtained indicate the feasibility and
expected accuracy of using RT for the measurement
of both average and local density.

RECONSTRUCTIVE TOMOGRAPHY ALGORITHM

The two most widely used algorithms ware applied
to the coarse grid reconstruction problem; namely,
DCON, a convolution (or filtered back-projection)
algorithm similar to thosa used on all new CT
VHtweTi, anvi PAT , ai\ ̂ terat^e algorithm C a v -
iar to the ones used on early CT scanners. These
and other algorithms are reviewed in Refer-
ence (2). Convolution algorithms ire considered
superior to iterative algorithms in the medical
field because the algorithm generally executes
faster and produces reconstructions which are at
least as good and often better than the interative
techniques, provided that the data are plentiful,
complete, accurate, and not of high contrast.?3)
In addition the convolution algorithm can be
greatly speeded up by taking advantage of the
ability to operate on the data from each view
independently before back-projection and oy 'jsmg
special purpose hardware sucn as an array
processor.

The convolution algorithm was found to produce
artifacts when an incomplete set of projections
was used. The convolution algorithm normally
requires data from views of regular angular incre-
ments for a total of 360 degrees or at least 130
degrees plus the angle of divergence of the gamma
beam. The accuracy of the convolution nethod is
degraded considerably when the data points are
sparsely spaced. For these reasons, all recon-
structions which appear in this paper we'-e
obtained using the ART algorithm, which will now
be briefly described.

The ART algorithm is an interative technique,
which, starting from an initial estimate of the
reconstruction grid, applies corrections on a
ray-by-ray basis to make projections calculated
from the reconstruction grid (pseudo-ray sums),
see Figure 1, correspond more closely to the real
or measured ray sums. The set of ray sums can be
represented by the following set of algebraic
equations:

-1

l.l
(2)

N W., f. (1)

where W-jj is the weighting factor that repre-
sents the contribution of"the itn cell to the
jth ray-sum P,-, and fi is the cell density.
Note, that most weighting factors are zero, since
only a small number of cells contribute to a given
ray. T^e basic strategy of the interative method
is to apply corrections to arbitrary cell densi-
ties in an attempt to match the measured ray-
projections. The procedure is repeated until the
calculated projections agree with the measured
ones within the desired accuracy. The accuracy is
ideally limited only by the number of iterations.
Mathematically the correction process during the
itn iteration is described by the equation

where f* is the itn density before Che
1*1 iteration, f? is the density after the
it" iteration, and if-jj is the correction
applied to tne itfl cell from the jtfl ray. The
version of ART used nere is additive ART; that is,
each cell receives a correction in proportion to
its weight W-,J:

"u j I (3)

where R is a relaxation factor, and aPj is the
difference teteween the measjred value and the
calculated ray sum. The denominator is a
normalizing factor to ensure that the total cnange
in the ray-sum, if all cells are corrected, is

Tne order of choosing rays and applving correc-
tions, the --jlaxation coefficient (p), the appli-
cation of constraints, ana the numoer of itera-
tions are factors which can significantly effect
convergence of the ART algorithm.\3) These fac-
tors are discussed as follows:

1. It is generally Known that the conver-
gence of tne ART algorithm can be con-
siderably improved by applying the cor-
rections in an optimal sequence. A
basic rule is to choose as many of the
rays in one view as there are pixels on
the side of the reconstruction and to
skip through the projections in sizeable
angular increments such as 45 degrees.
After skipping around the views once, go
back to use data from the vie^s that had
been skipped over. When all the views
rave been used once, start the sequence
again using those rays from each view
tnat had been skipped over. Finally,
when all the rays from every view have
been used once, a full iteration has
been completed. After several trial
runs, it was concluded that a nearly
optimal sequence is to use every ray per
view and to jump to every seventh view
(the angle between views was usually
9 degrees).

2. It was determined that the best choice
for the relaxation coefficient R was to
use 1-0 for the first four or five iter-
ations and to reduce it to 0.75 for the
next few iterations. It appears to be
best to further reduce P. for subsequent
iterations, but this was not studied
very extensively (in general the
improvements for more than eight itera-
tions were very minor).



3. In order to increase the SDeed and
accuracy of iterative methods, con-
straints may be placed on the densi-
ties. The two constraints placad on the
reconstruction densities were (a) no
density can be less than zero and (b) no
density can be greater than that of
water.

4. There is no final answer to the number
of iterations to use. In general, the
results do improve with more iterations
(although this is not always true for
noisy or underdetermined data), but tne
improvements become smaller and smal-
ler. As a rough guideline, about five
iterations is generally a reasonable
choice.

DESCRIPTION OF HARDWARE

The tomographic densitoneter is similar in tneory
and operation to standard densitometers. There
are, however, several unique features which .rake
this density measuring system unique. The
nine-beam system has the ability to be rotated
about the pipe center so that an infinite number
of views may be obtained. The raGiation detector
is operated in the pulse mode, and thrcujh the use
of special electronics, the system may be operated
at very high count rates (i° excess of 1 x 10°
counts per second to obtain low statistical error)
and is electronically stabilized agaii:t drift by
a phoiopsak locking technique.

The detector geometry is detailed in Figure 1; the
on-p:pe hardware is shown in Figure 2. The source
is a 0.5-Ci americium source with a 60-keV gamma
as the principal photo peak. The source active
area seen by the detectors is 0.635 by 1.54 cm and
is collimated into a fan beam whose total angle is
53 degrees. The detectors have individual col-
limaLors. The entire source, coilimator, and
detector array rotates about the pipe center on
two ball bearings.

The radiation detector is a commercial sodium
iodide crystal, photomultiplier tube detector
operated in the pulse mode. "Hiis commerciai
detector, a Hardshaw 4S4 with a 2.54- by 2.54-cra
crystal, is coupled to an electronic package
designed and built by ESSG Idaho, Inc. The aensi-
tometer electronics system has been termed the
megacount stabilized densitometer (MSD); trie block
diagram appears in Figure 3.

Gamma rays are randomly (Poisson distribution)
emitted from the source and are attenuated in
number proportional to the density of the fluid in
the pipe. Each gamma ray entering tne crystal
produces a light pulse, which is sensed and ampli-
fied by the photomultiplier tube. The resulting
current pulse is converted to a voltage pulse and
amplified by the preamplifier. The resulting
pulse has a rise time of approximately 100 ns.

The resulting pulses have a long trailing edge
which can overlap the leading edge of the next
randomly produced pulse. If this overlap occurs,
the following pulse (or pulses) is piled on top of

the trailing tail of the -"irst pulse. This pileuo
prevents subsequent counting of each puise. A
baseline restorer circuit delays the pulse and
subtracts the delayed pulse frrm tne undelayed
pulse. This process eliminates the long tail cf
the pulse and returns piled up oulses to a zero
baseline. The restored pulse train is fed to '.he
single-channel analyzer (SCA), the peak detector,
and the stabilizer circuitry is shown in Figure 3.

The SCA produces an output logic pulse whenever
the inDut pulse amplitude is between an upper and
a lower voltage setting. This region is the SCA
window and is established by two high-speed com-
parators, which are enabled by a control pulse
from the peak detector circuit. The comparator
outputs and the peak detector control pulse are
ANDed to proabce an output pulse for every input
pulse which is within the present aitralitude window.

The peak detectc•• circuit receive* the restored
pulse from the aasir'ine rastorer circuitry. The
puh>e is aelayso. ;ffset biased, and compared w'.th
the undelaved O U U B to establish a pulse which
controls the SCA comparators. Tfm control pulse
causes the SCA zoi7ioa>-ators to nold rne logic state
determined when tr.e pulse is at its peak.

The stabilizer is a feedback circuit whicn compen-
sates for the drift of the detector due to count
rate and temperature changes. The stabilizer has
two SCAs with narrow windows; one window set on
che lew side of the photooeak distribution and the
other set on the upper side. Since the photopeak
is approximately symetrical, each SCA will have
the same output count rate. If drif- occurs, the
photopeak will shift with respect to the SCA win-
dow settings and the SCA output cour;t rates will
become unequal. The output count ra+es =re
divided and compared ty or up/down counter. The
resulting difference count is converted to an
analog error sijnal by a D to A converter. This
er-r>r signal controls the high voltage supply
wnich changes the gain o-f the photomultiplier tuoe
and shifts tne ohotopeak until the count rates are
once again aw.".

RECONSTRUCTIONS -?.0h SIMULATED AND ACTUAL DATA

The effects or usiig limited numbers of data val-
ues (limited by noth the number of rays per view
and the number or views) and the correspondingly
coarse reconstruction grids were evaluated using
both simulated data and actual data. The use of
simulated data, which assumes a line beam and no
error due to single- or multiple-photon scatter-
ings, is useful for optimizing beam geometry, data
values, and reconstruction grid size and estab-
lishes a baseline against which to compare recon-
structions from actual data. The reconstructions
from actual data include finite oeam size and any
counting errors due to single- or multiple-
scattered events. Reconstructions were performed
on both simulated and actual data for seven test
phantoms; several of these phantoms are shown in
Figure 4. The phantoms were fabricated from
Plexiglas and laminated Plexiglas, wood, and
polyurethane foam. By constraining the final foam
volume and varying the amount of Dclyurethane
used, different foam densities were obtained.



The quality of the reconstruction is judged ooth
qualitatively by visual examination and quantita-
tively on the basis of pixel-by-pixel differences
and oy comparison of the cross-sectional average
densities between the phantom and reconstruction.
An additional means of comparison which has been
usad by several investigators to judge noisy
reconstructions (3) is the sum of the squares of
the pixel-by_pixel differences. Since the itera-
tive algorithms can be shown to converge in a
least squares sense (with ideal, noiseless data)
(3), this measure has a theoretical basis. The
mathematical form is given by

OIST

where

N N 1/2
(4)

VARP

(number of pixels)2

reconstructed density cf cell i j

density of phantom ce^l i j

2

7
N N

i l l j= S

The eccentric bubble shown in Figure 5 was chosen
to study the effects of using limited number of
data values. This test case was chosen because it
contains two large, distinct regions where the
effects of noise can be clearly seen. The number
of detectors was fixed by hardware restraints and
the number of data values were varied i>y changing
the number of views taken. Table I summarizes the
results from the simulated data study. In all
cases, the value of average density obtained is
reasonable. The noise of the reconstruction,
characterized by the quantity OIST is minimal for
30 views, acceptable for 15 views, slightly high
for 10 views, and generally unacceptable for 5
views. The general conclusion is that for the
nine detector prototype systems at least 10 views
are required and 15 or more are desirable for a
12-by-12 pixel array. Ultimately the quality of
the reconstruction is limited by the number of
detectors. A further increase in the number of
views is of limited usefulness so far as recon-
struction quality is concerned.

Figure 5 contains a photograph of the eccentric
bubble Plexiglas phantom, the digitization of the
phantom, the reconstruction from simulated data
using 21 views over 180 degrees, a pict of the
differences on a pixel-by-pixel basis between the
reconstruction and the digitized phantom, and the
reconstruction from actual data. Figure 6
contains identical information for a stratified
flow case. In Figure 6 the effect of finite beam
size is to distort the interface. The large error
near the center of the plot of difference data is
caused by a defficiency in the algorithm for beam
paths which lie on pixel boundaries.

TABLE I

Suinmary of Simulated Data Study Results*

Number
of Views

30
15
10

r

Average
DensUv

5375
5838
5343

0.5738

Distribution

O.i639
0.4249
0.4778
G.5785

•Summarization of effects of limited data values on
quality of reconstruction for 12-by-12-pixel array,
0.555 pixel size, and a pnantom average density of
0.5C66 for five itarations. The phantom used is
shown in Figure 6.

Figures 7 and 3 contain plots of the cross-
sectional average density versus the phantom £ver-
age density for the eight phantoms tested. Fig-
ure ti was obtained from the simulated data recon-
struction and Figure 9 from the reconstruction
from actual data. The root mean square (RI15)
average error is defined by

RMS
M

r
1/2

(5)

wher= op is the phantom average density and 5i
is the average density of the reconstruction.

The RMS error is 0. 0 0 C P for the simulated data
reconstructions and 0.0135 for the reconstructions
from actual data.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of performing reconstructions of phan-
toms from both sinu'tj-.ad data and actual aata
indicate that, even A-in limited numbers of aata
values, the RT can :.-avide useful two-phase flow
density distribution -:.:ia. The a^gabraic recon-
struction algorithm proved to be superior to the
convolution techniqi i -or the number cf data val-
ues available. The . timate quality of the den-
sity field reconstri;. .-on is limited oy the number
of detectors, not ~n* number of views. For the
prototype system d^s;-'bed here, the error due to
multiple scatterinu", a.-id finite beam size are
Sir.al 1 witn respect to the errors inherent in the
reconstruction technique. Estimated global den-
sity accuracy is 2% or scale. The accuracy of the
density distribution obtained depends on the flow
regime. The technique is a significant advance-
ment over current techniques in that it provides
model, independent, phase distribution information.
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Figure 1 - Tomographic Oensitometer Ray Geometry and Pixel Array Used
for Iterative Reconstruction. The density field is bounded by the
circle, which contains fl cells along a diameter. The contribution of
the itn cell to the j t n ray (heavy line) is the weighting factor

Figure 2 - Tomographic Densitometer on Pipe Hardware.



Source

Baseline restorer
single-channel snalizer (SCA)

Figure 3 - Megacount Stabilized Densitometer Electronics Block

Figure 4 - Test Case Phantoms. Clockwise from upper l e f t : symmetric
six hole; six holes clustered; laminated Plexiglas, wood, and polyur-
ethane; and s t ra t i f ied.



Figure 5 - Comparisons Between Recon-
structions pr3n Simulated Data and
Reconstructions from Actual Data on
Plexigias phantom. From lef t to
r ight, top to bottom: Piexiglas phan-
tom, digi t izat ion of phantom, recon-
struction from simulated data, d i f -
ference oatween reconstruction and
digitized phantom, and reconstruction
from actual data.



Figure 6 - Comparison Between Recon-
struction from Simulated Oata and
Reconstruction from Actual Oata on
Plexiglas Phantom. From le f t to
r ight, top to bottom: °lexiglas phan-
tom, digit izat ion of phantom, recon-
struction from simulated data, d i f -
ference between reconstruction and
digitized phantom, and reconstruction
from actual data.
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Figure 7 - Tomographic Reconstruction, Simulated Data.
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Figure 8 - Tomographic Reconstruction, Actual Data.


